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This month I am lucky enough to
be writing this piece while on
holiday in my favourite part of the
Loire Valley in France where
spring seems to have arrived at last
after a long hard winter.  Looking
at the pages of the magazine far
away from the factory makes you
appreciate even more the creativity
of the team in Derby.

The start of any year is always a
busy one for us with International trade shows in Paris,
Birmingham and Frankfurt.  These shows give us the
opportunity to show our new ranges to customers from
every part of the world.  This year we had a lot of
pieces that were taking us in some new directions and
at a time when many Countries were just starting to
emerge from the depths of the global recession, some
more strongly than others, we wondered what the
reaction might be.  

We should not have worried.  Although Ken Eastman’s
interpretation of the 120 year old Imari pattern was
different and much more contemporary than the usual
approach it married perfectly with the wonderful
organic shapes of Ken’s range.  

The Aura Collection designed by Louise Adams is
taking our paperweight range into a new and even
more luxurious direction.  Louise has combined in-
glaze black with raised gold decoration to give us
something which we and our retail customers think
will appeal to collectors and gift buyers alike.  

This year sees us celebrate 260 years of china
manufacturing and we felt that a piece of our signature
Old Imari pattern on a very special clock was a fitting
way to mark this landmark.  

Our new paperweight launches are always eagerly
awaited and none more so than the much requested
Gorilla.  Although it has been unkindly suggested that
this may have been modelled on me Hilary swears that
I was not her inspiration.  Joking aside it is a splendid
model and Tien’s design compliments it perfectly.
Birds remain one of the most popular subjects and I
am sure the Osprey will be no exception.  

I hope that now we are starting to see the first signs of
spring, in Europe at least, and you will be able to get
out to your local retailer and see some of our
wonderful new introductions.
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The
Royal Crown Derby are proud to
introduce the stunning new Aura
Collection. This sumptuous new range,
decorated in our fabulous new pattern
includes an Owl, Frog, Songbird,
Garden Bird and Hedgehog, with plans
for more exciting shapes to follow in
the future. Traditional techniques have
been revived to obtain the opulent
raised 22ct gold effect on these amazing
new pieces. The stunning lattice work
has been achieved with raised paste,
which contrasts superbly with the gold
diamonds that nestle in-between,
shimmering in the light. The perfect
choice of gift to mark that special
occasion. To convey the feeling of
exquisite luxury, each piece will come
beautifully wrapped and packaged in a
fabulous red gift box. This new range
simply is Royal Crown Derby at its best.

Frog
Modelled by Robert Jefferson
Height 6cm

Owl
Modelled by John Ablitt
Height 8cm

Songbird
Modelled by Hilary Walker
Height 8cm

Garden Bird
Modelled by Donald Brindley
Height 8cm

Hedgehog
Modelled by John Ablitt
Height 8cm
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NEW PIECES

Aura Collection
Designed by Louise Adams.
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NEW PIECES

This fantastic new piece, initially pre-released to
Goviers of Sidmouth has now leapt into our
general range. A perfect complement to the Mother
Cheetah and Cub is the Cheetah Daddy. Decorated
with the same stunning yellow coat with spots
covering the body, except for the un-mistakable
white throat and long spotted tail ending in black
rings. The African Bush is represented by the
spectacular pink proteas on the base of the piece.
These beautiful flowers are the national flower of
South Africa. Designer Carmen Roome has again
captured the warmth of the African Savannah in
the rich colours of the Cheetah Daddy's coat and
the grasses that sweep across the base. Carmen
has expressed the relationship between the three
perfectly with the Mother Cheetah keeping a
watchful eye on her mischievous cub, whilst the
daddy surveys the plains looking for food and
approaching danger.

Daddy Cheetah
Modelled by Robert Tabbenor
Designed by Carmen Roome.
Length 17.3cm

This beautiful pattern designed by Jane James
has been very popular since its introduction in
2005. A simple yet elegant pattern that captures
the regency style by using delicate lines and
intricate curves over a soft green silk damask
background. Designed to complement the more
complex pieces in the range this fabulous new
plate will create a sophisticated and
contemporary look to your table.

Darley Abbey Service plate
Designed by Jane James.
30cm in diameter

Hachi Accent Plate
Designed by Peter Ting.
21.5cm in diameter

This delightful Accent Plate is another new
addition to the exciting new Hachi Tableware
range, designed by Peter Ting. Use alone, or jazz
up an existing dinner service for a fresh and
contemporary look to your table.
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NEW PIECES

Sumatran Tigress and Cub
Modelled by Robert Tabbenor
Designed by Carmen Roome.

Tigress Length 19cm.

Tiger Cub Height 6.5cm

This beautiful pair, originally launched as a pre-
release to Goviers of Sidmouth, have now stalked
into the general range. They are the last in the
series of big cats joining the Leopardess and cub,
the Cheetah and Cub and the Lion and Cub.
Carmen Roome has designed both of these
beautiful new models sporting a design that is
bursting with lush growth from every space, level
and angle, imitating the way jungles are crammed
with plants and flowers wherever they can squeeze
into the light. The vibrant flowers and colours
evoke a feeling of hot humidity with bright flowing
shapes emerging from the shadowy jungle floor.

MADE IN ENGLAND
This year sees Royal Crown Derby 

celebrating its 260 year anniversary.
No mean feat in itself, but especially

when you consider the turmoil that the
UK ceramics industry has gone

through over the past few years. As
the last remaining producer of luxury
English Fine Bone China we are proud
that every piece of handmade Royal

Crown Derby Fine Bone China is
manufactured from start to finish

exclusively here in Derby, England and
is truly ‘Made in England’.
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NEW PIECES

Baby Panda
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.
Height  6.5cm

Old Imari Solid Gold Band 260th Anniversary Clock
Designed by Louise Adams

Height 23cm

This beautiful clock is based on a
shape from our museum archive and
is launched to celebrate our 260th
Anniversary. Decorated in the
traditional iron reds and cobalt blues

of our fabulous Old Imari pattern
and heavily gilded with 22 carat gold,
this stunning timepiece is Royal
Crown Derby at its best, making it
the pride of any home.
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Sinclairs
Something to crow about

The 
Fighting

Cock
Modelled by 
Mark Delf

Designed by 
Carmen Roome

Length 15cm
Height: 17.5cm

We at Royal Crown Derby thought that you would
all enjoy the rare opportunity to see a
masterpiece in the making. One of our very
talented designers, Carmen Roome (see designer’s
feature on page 12) is currently putting the
finishing touches to Sinclairs latest pre launch
special edition paperweight. The Fighting Cock
has been many months in the planning and

modelling and Carmen has had the exciting
challenge of bringing the glossy bone china piece
to life. Skillfully choosing vibrant reds and burnt
oranges for his magnificent plumage and a
luxurious dark green on the tail area our cockerel
stands resplendent in the early morning
sunshine, taking a deep breath, chest expanded
for a full throated crow declaring his intention to
take on all comers.

For further information please contact 
Sinclairs on 0114 2750333

Our majestic Silverback Gorilla, a first for Royal
Crown Derby, stands proud, surveying the
mountains for approaching danger and keeping an
eye on wandering gorilla infants. His massive
shoulders and legs are decorated with a pattern of
black, grey and gold, that create a magnificent
textured effect, while his back is decorated with
lighter more silvery grey hair to enhance the fact
that he is the powerful leader of the group. A
mixture of lush leaves and grasses decorate the
base at his legs.

The Mountain Gorilla is available for a limited
time as a pre-launch special edition of 150 from
Connaught House.  Issued at the same price as
the standard release, the special edition features a
bespoke display plinth and numbered certificate.
Backstamp and box hand numbered by
Connaught House.

For further information please contact
Connaught House on 0845 1300 540
or visit www.connaught-house.co.uk

Mountain Gorilla
Modelled by Hilary Walker
Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.
Height: 15cm.

Few animals have sparked the imagination of
man as much as the gorilla, the largest of the
living primates and the last member of the ape
family known to science. Most gorillas live in
inaccessible regions in various dense forests in
tropical Africa. 



To commemorate the 100th anniversary of
Florence Nightingale’s death Royal Crown Derby
have created a colourway of the Little Owl
paperweight. Florence Nightingale had a pet owl
that she rescued as a chick in Greece and she
named her after the Greek Goddess Athena. The
Owl was very domesticated, eating from Florence’s
hand and learned to curtsey after her treats.
Initially so tiny that she would fit in Florence’s
pocket, Athena travelled with her everywhere until
she had to go to war. Florence had to leave Athena
behind to fend for herself. The idea was that she
would live in the attic and feed herself on the
mice. Unfortunately, Athena was so domesticated,
that without Florence’s attention and feeding, she
died of starvation. Florence was distraught and
found a taxidermist who could stuff Athena. The
stuffed bird now resides in the Florence
Nightingale Museum in London. On the original
Little Owl paperweight shape, the blue’s and red
colours have been replaced with Brown and taupe,
very much like the Owl that Florence held so dear.  

Florence Nightingale is well known as the Lady
with the Lamp from her time walking the wards
and tending the injured, sick and dying soldiers
during the Crimean War. It is only when you start
to look into the background of the life of this
remarkable woman that it becomes clear
what a difficult battle she had, to follow,
what she saw as her calling. Born into
an affluent upper class family in 1820,
Florence was expected to marry well
and have children. Education was
not a priority for a girl in those
times, so she had to work incredibly
hard to educate herself, against the
wishes of her family. She cared
very much for people living in
poverty and worked tirelessly to
improve conditions and medical
care in infirmaries and
workhouses and devoted herself
to training nurses. This was her
lasting contribution, founding the
modern nursing profession.

In 1854 during the Crimean war
Florence Nightingale took 38
volunteer nurses to the main British
camp base where they were faced with
thousands of wounded soldiers. Many more
soldiers died from illness and disease caused
by poor nutrition and sanitation than from the
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NEW EXCLUSIVES

Goviers of Sidmouth and the
Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre
Athena Owl Paperweight
Modelled and Designed by John Ablitt
Height 8cm

wounds that had put them in the temporary
barracks hospital in the first place. Having
identified this, the sewers and ventilation were
improved and the death toll started to reduce with
far fewer cases of typhoid, cholera and dysentery.
After a public meeting in 1855 when Florence was
still in Turkey, The Nightingale Fund for the
training of nurses was established and many
generous donations poured in. The Nightingale
training school opened in 1860 in St. Thomas’s
Hospital. By 1865, the first Nightingale trained
nurses started work at the Liverpool workhouse
infirmary. Florence Nightingale continued to work
for the benefit of others despite suffering from
depression and still did pioneering work in hospital
planning even when she was bedridden herself.

She never married, refusing any proposals as it
would have interfered with her work, and she died
peacefully in her sleep, in 1910, at the age of 90.

Athena - The paperweight is only
available from Goviers of Sidmouth and
the Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre.

For further details contact Goviers on
01395 578201 and the Visitor Centre on
01332 712833

Limited Edition 
750 with 
numbered certificate



NEW EXCLUSIVES
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For further information please
contact Goviers on 01395 513419.

For details please contact Carters on
01922 632420.

Carters of Walsall

Old Imari Solid Gold Band
Double Picture Frame
Modelled by Peter Allen
Design adapted by our Design Technicians.
Photo Size:Takes 2 x 6” x 4” photos.
Width 21cm, Length: 27cm

Osprey
Modelled by Donald Brindley
Designed by Tien Manh Dinh.
Height: 15cm

A special “double signature edition”
Osprey paperweight is available and is
limited to just 350 pieces. Exclusive to
Goviers of Sidmouth this new piece has
been designed by Tien Manh Dinh and
modelled by Donald Brindley. The special
gold backstamp includes the signatures of
both Tien and Donald. Each piece comes
with a certificate of authenticity.

This stunning new piece is once again a
successful collaboration between Modeller
Donald Brindley and Designer
Tien Manh Dinh. 

The Osprey sits high on its look-out point
holding a tasty meal between its talons. The
feathers are decorated in stunning shades of
grey with black and white flecks to create an
opulent textured effect. The base is decorated
with pebbles and turquoise ripples to
represent the swirling waters of the Osprey’s
hunting ground.

Following the great success of the Large and
Small size Old Imari Solid Gold Band Picture
Frame, we have added this fabulous double
picture frame to the range. Still as beautifully
decorated as the single frames but this time
with space for two of your treasured pictures
surrounded by a border of traditional Old
Imari. Acanthus leaves adorn the corners and
the whole look is richly finished with hand
applied 22 carat gold.

This beautiful picture frame has been changed
slightly since it was photographed for the
January 2010 magazine. This is the final
version, and I am sure you will agree that the
addition of our Old Imari Pattern along the
centre panel has only added to the splendour
of this piece. Initially available only from
Carters of Walsall.



Ken Eastman is a
contemporary
artist who
exhibits widely
internationally
and who has won
prestigious
awards in the
field of ceramic
art, his work is

also held in many public collections. 

Working together, Royal Crown Derby
and Ken Eastman have been
developing unique forms in fine bone
china and discovering new ways of
decorating these pieces. Creating a
completely new modern look for
Royal Crown Derby.
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GALLERY

www.keneastman.co.uk

Unique forms in fine
Imari Vases

Ken Eastman



GALLERY
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bone china

Blue Aves

Seasons Vases

Animal Print Vases

Gold Aves
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INSIDE STORY

Getting to
know our new
designers and

modellers

Since pre-school age Carmen has modelled with a
variety of substances from plasticine, clay, mud,
wire, sheet metal or whatever she could get her
hands on. Any spare time she had was spent
drawing or painting 

Although a career as a graphic designer was the
natural career path, Carmen preferred to draw
her inspiration from nature and had always
dreamed of a career in Fine Arts. For five year’s
whilst she was studying, Carmen supplemented
her income by drawing and painting portraits for
friends, family and designing for small business’.

Her first job in 1990 was for a corporate
advertising Company. Carmen soon realised she
missed the freedom of working in a more creative
environment. A contact made through her regular
work gave Carmen freelance illustrative design
work. Whilst this portfolio included pieces for
Thorntons, Marks & Spencer’s and Alton Towers,
there was an element missing, so she took
evening classes in ceramics always choosing to
model in clay. 

In 1994, Carmen accepted the position of design
technician at Royal Crown Derby. Whilst the
name hardly sounded appealing the role proved
to be the combination of Graphic design
precision and artistic flair that Carmen was
looking for. It is impossible to sum up in one
sentence the many skills required for this role,
but the constant challenge appealed greatly. Over
a decade of employment Carmen has worked on
many projects as a technician; including; the
black swan, Lady Amherst and Gold Pheasant
paperweights and Daisy Cow and Bluebell Calf, to
name a few. 

In 1997 Carmen was given the opportunity to
design her first piece: the Majestic Cat, which led
to the companion piece the Majestic Kitten.
She also designed The Coronation cup for
Peter Jones. 

In 2005, Carmen designed two unique pieces to be pre
released by Goviers’ of Sidmouth the Cheetah & the Cub. 

Carmen’s ambition is to take her work one step further
and create not only the design but the model itself.’ It
would be a fantastically satisfying to create a piece and
take it right from conception through to completion.’

■ What is your favourite paperweight? Favourite from
another designer is the Octopus by Tien Manh Dinh.
Favourite of mine is the Sumatran Tigress.

■ What is your favourite animal? Horses

■ Where does your inspiration to design come from?
3D Form and Shape. Also the characteristics that flow
from a form.

■ What is your favourite colour? Orange 

■ How long have you been designing for Royal Crown
Derby? 12 years ago I did my first design.

■ What was your first Royal Crown Derby design?
The Majestic Cat

■ What paperweight are you currently working on?
The Fighting Cock for Sinclairs

■ Do you collect anything yourself? Jewellery, Crystal,
Glass, Mirrors and anything shiny.
A total magpie.

Carmen Roome
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INSIDE STORY

Hilary Walker

Hilary Walker first worked in production for the
BBC and ITV in London.  She studied at the
Frink School of Sculpture in Stoke on Trent and
was approached by Royal Crown Derby where
she now works as a freelance sculptor.

■ What is your favourite paperweight? So many
that I love, but my favourite has to be the
original Pig, modelled by Robert Jefferson and
designed by Brian Branscombe.

■ What is your favourite animal? Definitely a
dog lover. They are full of character.

■ Where does your inspiration to design come
from? Animal behaviour and characteristics
help me design. And of course the brief from
Art Director Louise Adams! 

■ What is your favourite colour? Blue - the sea
and the sky.

■ How long have you been designing for Royal
Crown Derby? Since 2003

■ What was your first Royal Crown Derby
design? The three Indian elephant models -
Mother, Infant and Baby.

■ What paperweight are you currently working
on? A cat and kittens.

■ Do you collect anything yourself? I like to
pick up things as I go on walks, be it pieces of
wire, drift wood or stones. They all go in to
my collection box.

Marlee was born in Canada and studied ceramics
at the Vancouver School of Art. She came to
England to continue her studies at Farnham and
also Stoke on Trent where she graduated with an
M.A.  Marlee worked as a designer for Wedgwood
and for the last three years as a freelance
designer for Royal Crown Derby.

Marlee Fletcher
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■ What is your favourite paperweight?
The Ladybird

■ What is your favourite animal?
Red-Eyed Tree Frog

■ Where does your inspiration to design come
from? Nature

■ What is your favourite colour? Turquoise

■ How long have you been designing for Royal
Crown Derby? 3 years

■ What was your first Royal Crown Derby
design? Marsh Frog

■ What paperweight
are you currently
working on?
None

■ Do you collect
anything yourself?
No



Saturday 8th May
Launch of Athena the Owl, 
the Osprey and Aura
Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth
Devon, EX10 8LN
Tel: 01395 513419
Time: 10am - 1pm, 2pm - 3:30pm
Attendee: Louise Adams - Art Director.

Saturday 22nd May 
Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre, 
194 Osmaston Road, 
Derby, DE23 8JZ.  
Time:  10am - 3pm.  
Tel:  01332 712833.  
Attendee:  John Ablitt - Designer.

Saturday 14th August
Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth
Devon, EX10 8LN
Tel: 01395 513419
Time: 10am - 1pm, 2pm - 3:30pm
Attendee: To be confirmed.

Saturday 25th September
Goviers of Sidmouth
55 High Street, Sidmouth, 
Devon, EX10 8LN
Tel: 01395 513419
Time: 10am - 1pm, 2pm - 3:30pm
Attendee: Jane James - Designer.

Saturday 9th October
Sorellie
13 Bell Street, Reigate,
Surrey, RH2 7AD. 
Tel: 01737 244182
Time: 11am - 3pm
Attendee: To be confirmed.

Saturday 16th October
Harrods Ltd, Royal Doulton Room,
Knightsbridge, London.  
Time:  10am - 4pm. 
Tel:  020 7730 1234 Ext 3967.
Attendee:  To be confirmed.

Saturday 4th December
Goviers of Sidmouth,
55 High Street, Sidmouth
Devon, EX10 8LN
Tel: 01395 513419
Time: 10am - 1pm, 2pm - 3:30pm
Attendee: To be confirmed.
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TRADE SHOWS

NEW LOOK WEBSITE

EVENTS
2010

NEWS / EVENTS

The Collectors Summer Get Together and new
product launch will take place on Friday 25th
June from 7pm at the Royal Crown Derby
Visitors Centre. There is always a waiting list for
this event so if you would like to attend please
send a stamped self-addressed envelope to

www.royalcrownderby.co.uk, 
FULL OF EXCITING NEW FEATURES

Collectors Summer 
Get Together

Collectors Summer Get Together
Royal Crown Derby Visitor Centre
194 Osmaston Road
Derby
DE23 8JZ

All envelopes will go into a draw to take place on
Friday 14th May. Successful applications will
receive further information in the post. If you
have not heard from us by Friday 28th May
please assume you have been unsuccessful this
time. There will be a reserve list for any
cancelled plans.

Royal Crown Derby recently exhibited at three
International Trade Shows namely Maison et
Objet in Paris, NEC Birmingham and Ambiente
Frankfurt. Glamorous Ceramics, Stylish Gifts and
Sparkling Tableware were exhibited in “A best of
British” display, emphasizing the fact that we are
still 100% creatively and beautifully crafted in
Derby, England.

■ Browse & purchase the complete range of
Tableware, Giftware and Collectables.

■ A Range of seconds and exclusives available
only from the factory outlet.

■ Extensive and user friendly worldwide
stockist search.

■ Special internet only offers.

■ Register for the newsletter to keep up to date
with news and events.

■ Looking for a gift for someone overseas?
We now ship Internationally.

Limited edition
sold out

The Golden Eagle
from the

Inspired by Nature
Collection
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HISTORY/ TRADITION

Jacqueline Smith, Museum Curator

James Rouse Senior

One of the main elements that link the
three sites of manufacture in Derby is the
workers. When the Nottingham Road
factory closed in 1848, six of the workers
set up on their own at the King Street
site. Using the knowledge and skills
they had learned at Nottingham Road
they continued the tradition of
design and manufacture on a
smaller scale. When the
Osmaston Road
factory began
producing in 1878
workers moved both
ways between the
factories. There is one
man, however, who has the
accolade of being the only
person to have worked at all
three factories in Derby. That man
is James Rouse.

James Rouse was born in 1802, the son of
William Rouse and Sarah Hallam. He was
baptised at Saint Alkmund’s Church in

Derby in February 1803. He apprenticed
as a flower painter at the Nottingham
Road factory in about 1815. 

His talent as an artist was soon noticed by
his contemporaries. In his book ‘The Old
Derby China Factory’, John Haslem
writing in 1876 says that ‘when he served
his apprenticeship at  the Old Factory he
worked in the same room with Pegg the
Quaker, Robertson, Cotton, Corden and
others,’ and that ‘when the days work at
the factory was over, Rouse and others of
the boys were in the habit of attending at
Pegg’s house, where he seemed to take
great pleasure in giving them lessons’.
Unfortunately artists rarely signed their
work at this time so work by Rouse from

this early period is
difficult to identify.

Rouse left Nottingham
Road in about 1830 and

worked in the Potteries and at Coalport
for a number of years before returning to
Derby in 1875 to work for Sampson
Hancock the proprietor of the King Street
factory. It is possible to find signed pieces
from his time at King Street. In the
museum we have a plate signed ‘J. Rouse
Sen.’ from this period (fig 1). The cabinet

plate with a pierced border
and three panels painted with
flowers has a central painting
of a gun dog and dead game. 

In 1882 he moved to the
Osmaston Road factory. By
this time he was 81 years old.
At this age he was still able to
produce some very high
quality work. The delicate egg
shell cup and saucer (fig 2)
dated 1884 is assigned to J
Rouse in the pattern book. It
shows his versatility as an
artist. He was able to move

from flowers to animals to portraits with
ease. The ability to turn your hand to
painting anything that is required is an
important quality in the china business.

When the Liberal working men of Derby
ordered a special service to be given to
Prime Minister Gladstone in 1883 to
celebrate 50 years of public service,
James Rouse was chosen to paint the
flower panels. (fig 3) The service
consisted of 26 pieces painted with
central views of Derbyshire by Count
Holtzendorf. Unfortunately before
completing the service Rouse suffered a
stroke and was unable to finish it. This
was the end of a long and accomplished
career. He died in 1888.

Fig 1 Fig 3

Fig 2



Royal Crown Derby Headquarters
194 Osmaston Road, Derby, DE23 8JZ, England Tel: (01332) 712846 Fax: (01332) 712863
royalcrownderby.co.uk

GUILD EXCLUSIVE 2010

Guild Duck and Duckling

Duckling 
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.
Height  5.5cm

Duck 
Modelled by Hilary Walker,
Designed by Jane James.
Length 15.5cm

On joining the Guild or
renewing your membership
you will receive the
delightful little Duckling
paperweight as a
complimentary gift

A special welcome pack
will contain your complimentary
Guild Duckling paperweight and
a wealth of information about
our collectables


